Practice Note
Using Social Media
Practice Notes provide a brief overview of important topics directly related
to the practice of early childhood education and offer supporting information to
enhance Registered Early Childhood Educators’ (RECEs) understanding of them.
Social Media: Exploring Benefits and Managing Risks
As online communication continues to grow in popularity and expand in scope, social media is
changing how RECEs communicate in both their personal and professional lives. RECEs must consider
the benefits and risks of the personal and professional use of social media. In the Code of Ethics and
Standards of Practice (2017), Standard V reminds RECEs that they are required to maintain
professional boundaries with children, families and colleagues when using technology and social media.
As professionals, RECEs ensure that any communication online, whether professional or personal,
is consistent with the ethical and professional standards they are required to uphold.
While social media may be used in the context of an RECE’s employment role and setting, this
Practice Note focuses on the use of social media by RECEs outside of work.

What is Social Media?
Social media refers to internet platforms and applications where individuals post and share personal
and professional information with others online. Posted information may include images, videos, ideas,
opinions, news articles, research, event invitations and more.
This resource focuses on the use of social media including, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•

Social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, Snapchat, Pinterest)
Blogs
Video sites (e.g. YouTube, Vimeo)
Online chat rooms and forums

 For other useful resources go to #StandardsMatter.

Benefits of Social Media
Using social media can create opportunities that may be beneficial to an RECE’s practice. Social media
can be a valuable professional learning tool that allows RECEs to connect and interact with other professionals
outside of their practice. Through social media, RECEs join or develop communities of practice virtually
anywhere and anytime. Some useful professional activities that may occur via social media are:

Professional
Activities on Social
Media
Sharing information
and research

Discussing complex
practice and sector
issues

Learning with and from
diverse communities

Seeking and giving
guidance

Obtaining information
about advocacy
initiatives, sector and
legislative changes
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Managing the Risks of Social Media
Accountability and Professionalism
RECEs have both personal and professional lives. Yet, it is important that RECEs understand that their
decisions, actions and communications, in all areas of their life, impact both their personal and professional
lives. Everything RECEs present to the world on social media can impact the public’s perception of, and trust
in, the profession. An RECE demonstrates responsible use of social media by modelling professional values,
beliefs and behaviours in their online activities at all times.
Review the practice scenario: “Posting on social media” in the Practice Guideline: Professionalism
Upholding the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice and using good professional judgment outside
of work is essential to demonstrate accountability, professionalism and leadership. RECEs need to thoughtfully
consider how comments made on social media might impact others. Posting content that could be perceived
as unprofessional and inappropriate should be avoided. Engaging in online harassment, bullying or activities
that marginalize or discriminate against others is not permitted and may be considered an act of professional
misconduct.
Confidentiality and Information Sharing
Standard VI from the Code and Standards outlines RECEs’ obligations to respect confidentiality and privacy
of information related to children, families and colleagues. RECEs must also follow legislation related to privacy
and information sharing.
Some social media posts may be of interest to families or intended for professional learning in communities
of practice. Before posting or using any image, video recording or other information about a child, family or
colleague, RECEs must ensure that they have obtained consent from families and colleagues.
Social media groups that are labeled closed groups may give the wrong impression that they are private,
and this is not the case. RECEs need to remember that their social media posts can be retrieved, saved and
reposted by any person or entity with access to the online platform or application. As needed, legal authorities
can also gain access to electronic posts. Therefore, an RECE needs to pause and carefully reflect on the
content of their communication before they post or share anything on social media.
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Professional Boundaries and Dual Relationships
As communicated in Standard V, RECEs are responsible for maintaining and managing professional
boundaries with children, families, and colleagues. Using social media can create challenges for RECEs
because the boundaries between their personal and professional lives have the potential to become blurred.
An RECE needs to consider whether accepting an online friend or follower request from a child under their
professional supervision, a child’s family member, or colleague is appropriate and whether or not the
professional boundaries are clear.
By accepting a friend or follower request, an RECE may also be entering into a dual relationship with
the child, their family member or a colleague. RECEs continually assess and evaluate to what extent a dual
relationship may impair their professional judgment or lead to risk of harm to a child. RECEs take steps to end
a dual relationship if it is leading to impaired professional judgment, a risk of harm to children, a boundary
violation or a conflict of interest. Dual relationships can also create other unwanted and unintended
consequences such as a violation of professional boundaries or a conflict of interest.
Resource: Practice Guideline: Dual Relationships
Reflect on the College Vignette: Do You Really Know Who Your Friends Are?

Note: The information presented in this Practice Note does not address the use of electronic devices, such as cell phones, tablets,
and computers. It also does not address the use of electronic and online communication used in the context of an RECE’s employment
role and setting such as email, websites, social media and mobile applications. However, the information presented in this resource
would also generally apply.
Simpson, R. L (2014). Social media creates significant risks for nursing. Nursing Administration Quarterly, 38(1), 96-98.
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Before You Post on Social Media
In the context of using social media outside of work, RECEs must continue to use sound professional
judgment, engage in ongoing reflective practice and continuously assess their use of social media.
The following should be considered before posting on social media and used to review existing social media
accounts:
Nothing is private on social media. Review relevant
legislation, standards and policies regarding
confidentiality and the release of information before
posting any information about a child, family or
colleague.
Obtain consent before you post anything related
to a child, family or colleague. Review relevant
legislation, standards and policies regarding
consent and permissions before posting any
information.
Consider who the post is designed for and who else
may view it.
Reflect on whether the post can negatively impact a
child, family, colleague, your professional reputation
or the profession as a whole.
Remember that posts are instantaneous, can be
widely shared and often have a permanent record.
Be aware that accounts have various privacy
settings that may change over time. Review all
accounts for updates and consider your shared
content, followers, friends, membership to open/
closed groups and other relevant information.
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Additional Resources
For opportunities to reflect on your practice, review and discuss the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice
along with the following College resources:

Practice
Practice
Practice
Guideline
Guideline
Guideline

CPL Resource

Reflective Practice and Self-Directed Learning
November 2018September 2017

Dual Relationships
Dual Relationships
Professionalism
Registered early childhood educators (RECEs), by virtue of their professional role
and responsibilities, hold positions of trust and responsibility with regard to children
Registered Early Childhood
Educators
(RECEs) demonstrate
professionalism
in their
their professional role
Registered
early childhood
educators (RECEs),
by virtue of
under their professional supervision. RECEs understand the importance of maintaining
relationships with children,
families, colleagues,
and the
in which they
and responsibilities,
hold positions
of communities
trust and responsibility
with regard to children
professional boundaries with children, families and colleagues. They are aware of dual
practise. They are reflective
and
intentionalsupervision.
professionals
who understand
engage in continuous
under their
professional
RECEs
the importance of maintaining
relationships and identify and declare conflicts of interest when they arise and take action
professional learning.
RECEs collaborate
with
others
to ensure
highand
quality
early They are aware of dual
professional
boundaries
with
children,
families
colleagues.
to prevent harm to children or their families.
childhood education.
relationships and identify and declare conflicts of interest when they arise and take action
StandardtoV:prevent
A, Code of
Ethics
Standards
of Practice,
2017
harm
toand
children
or their
families.
Standard IV: A, Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice, 2017
Standard V: A, Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice, 2017

Standards
ofofPractice
equal attention
to • Highlights the importance of relationships
Ethic C, Code ofboundaries,
Ethics and
Standards
Practice, gives
2017
dual relationships
and conflicts
of

• Explains dual relationships
important
issues:
professional
to the profession
interest.three
Although
thesepractice
issues are
interrelated,
• Highlights the importance of relationships
boundaries,
dual
relationships
conflicts of
this practice
guideline
focuses
on dual and
public contribute•to
ongoing, professional
quality practice as well
Describes
The Profession:
Care and
to the professionjudgement
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Although
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Review
yourthese
Codeissues
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as to a strong profession.
Relationship-Based
Practice
• Addresses
the risks
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focuses
on dual
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professional
judgement
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Professional
Misconduct
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The
of Early
Childhood
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• Includes
stepsEducators
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manage
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The purpose of
early
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the to
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forthe
more
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for more
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Act, 2007, is to “promote
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reflection
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The
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of
Early
Childhood
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responsibilities,
reflect
upon
what
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and In
conflicts
interest.
development of children.”
order toofmeet
this
for reflective practice
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• Provides reflection
questions and scenarios
developed
thisplaces
practice
guideline
an
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the interrelated
commitment, the
profession
a unique
and to helpbeyou,
The
College
of
Early
Childhood
Educators
has
forinreflective
practice and discussion.
understand
your
and professional
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your relationshipprimary focusRECE,
on developing
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andethical
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developed this
practice
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RECE,
understand practice
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regularly
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It is a compassionate,
Thisand
practice
to regularly reflect on your practice
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relationship-based
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communication and collaboration.
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While the practice of the profession does not always
involve children and families directly, RECEs in all
roles and settings know the importance of fostering
caring and responsive relationships with children
and families in early learning environments. RECEs
also know that strong relationships with their
colleagues, supervisees, the community, and the

Case Study 1

Zoë has been working as an RECE in a family support program for
Zoë
hasWilson
working
asBan
RECE in a the
family
support
program for
two years.
The
family
began
attending
drop-in
when
Sara’s
Cbeen
onfusing
ehaviour
two into
years.
Wilson
familylooking
began to
attending
the families
drop-in when
they moved
theThe
area
and were
meet other
theyparents
movedsought
into the
area and were looking to meet other families
while both
work.
while both parents sought work.

September 2017

Through their practice and leadership, RECEs support the advancement of the profession
Standardand
V from
the Code
Ethics and They recognize
This practice
in their workplaces
in the
widerofcommunity.
that theirguideline:
conduct as
Standards
of Practice
gives equaltrust
attention
to profession.
professionals
contributes
toV the
in the
• Explains
relationships
Standardpractice
frompublic’s
the Code
of Ethics
and
This dual
practice
guideline:
three important
issues:
professional

Scenario
Scenario

A Duty to Report
A Duty to Report

The Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice says that early childhood educators
“understand the value of reflective practice and leadership development and how
continuous professional learning supports their professional growth and contributes
to improving the quality of early childhood education for children, families and
communities” (Standard IV: B.3).

Zoë felt uncomfortable ignoring the bruise that
Zoë had gotten to know Miriam Wilson and
she saw, but she listened to the advice of her
her parents over the past 10 months, and had
Zoë felt uncomfortable ignoring the bruise that
Zoë had gotten to know Miriam Wilson and
supervisor who had more experience with this
formed a particularly strong relationship with
she saw, but she listened to the advice of her
her parents over the past 10 months, and had
kind of thing, and went home. She never saw
the mother. Recently, Zoë had begun to notice
supervisor who had more experience with this
formed a particularly strong relationship with
the Wilsons again.
a change in Miriam and her mom. They were
kind of thing, and went home. She never saw
the mother. Recently, Zoë had begun to notice
quieter and seemed less engaged with the
the Wilsons again.
a change in Miriam and her mom. They were
program and the other families.
quieter and seemed less engaged with the
program and the other families.
One day, when her mother was helping her get
her coat on, Miriam’s t-shirt lifted to expose her
One day, when her mother was helping her get
torso and lower back. Zoë gasped when she
her coat on, Miriam’s t-shirt lifted to expose her
noticed a large bruise that covered Miriam’s
torso and lower back. Zoë gasped when she
tummy and lower back.
noticed a large bruise that covered Miriam’s
tummy and lower back.
After the Wilsons left, Zoë spoke to her
supervisor immediately. The centre supervisor
After the Wilsons left, Zoë spoke to her
listened to Zoë describe the experience and said:
supervisor immediately. The centre supervisor
“Oh Zoë, you should not jump to conclusions or
listened to Zoë describe the experience and said:
stir anything up. Just keep an eye on them over
“Oh Zoë, you should not jump to conclusions or
the next few weeks to see if any other concerns
stir anything up. Just keep an eye on them over
arise before calling the Children’s Aid Society
the next few weeks to see if any other concerns
to make a report.”
arise before calling the Children’s Aid Society
to make a report.”

The College of Early Childhood Educators has developed this resource to support registered early
childhood educators (RECEs) understand two important aspects of professional practice—reflective
practice and self-directed learning. Reflective practice and self-directed learning are fundamental to
the CPL program. Consider using this resource as you complete your CPL Portfolio process and engage
in professional learning activities throughout your career.

#StandardsMatter
#StandardsMatter

• Defines professionalism in early childhood
education.
• Describes aspects of professionalism that
are demonstrated in practice through
relationships.

• Provides scenarios and questions to support
reflective practice and discussion.

Practice Guideline: Professionalism
Practice Guideline: Dual Relationships

CPL Resource: Reflective Practice
and Self-Directed Learning

Case Studies and
Scenarios

Practice Guideline: Inclusion of
Children with Disabilities
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